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Regis losing two popular professors
Bullock to retire after
eight years in
computer science

r. Wayne Bullock

by Michelle De Santis
Staff Reporter

At the close of this semester,5 the Regis community will
reluctantly bid farewell to Professor Wayne Bullock, a faculty member who has served as
a mentor and friend to students
and staff alike. Bullock, who
has taught courses in computer
science, astronomy and climatology for the past eight years,
will retire from Regis in May.
"I want to explore other
avenues and feel it's the right
time." Bullock stated, when
asked why he made tl1e decision to retire.
While he is excited about
moving on to new endeavors,
Bullock simultaneously admits
there are things he will miss
about teaching at Regis, especially "the students and my
relationships with them. I thoroughly love tlle school, the students, and what I've been doing."
Bullock adds tllat the most
rewarding aspect of his career
has been t11e opportunity he has

Nuclear Forum
and "New World
P.2
Order"
~

Fr. Burke leaving Regis after four years

had to watch the growth of
students and participate in that
growth. "It's rewarding to
consider tl1at I encouraged
ather Kevin Burke
tl1em." he stated.
In keeping with the Jesuit Lauren Yoch
tradition, Bullock has encour- Staff Reporter
During his years at Regis,
aged his pupils to use tlle skills
tlley've learned in the class- Father Kevin Burke contributed
room to help others. Last year, much of himself to the commua group of Regis students who nity. Regretfully, he will be
wrote programs for the Special leaving Regis after this semesOlympics accompanied Bullock ter to pursue doctorate studies.
to Utah to watch these events. He leaves behind many people
The trip was memorable for that have been touched by his
him because "the students were talents as a priest, a colleague,
participating in community and as a friend.
Father Kevin Burke came
service and putting what they'd
in 1988 to be part of
to
Regis
learned into action."
Following his retirement, Campus Ministry and the ReliBullock plans to continue teach- gious Studies department. He
ingpart time for RECEP in was also very involved in tl1e
Loveland and Cheyenne. He Sophomore leadership program.
also wants to travel various parts Fr. Burke worked as a full time
of tlle country, fish, and com- professor in the Religious Studplete his genealogy. In 1993, ies up until this year when he
he and his wife anticipate trav- began working part-time there.
eling abroad on a mission for Dr. John Kane, a colleague and
friend of Fr. Burke's comthe Mormon church.
mented, '"We will miss him very
much, he has made major con-

tributions to Campus Ministry tinue to grow at Regis.
As a priest, Fatl1er Burke
and to tl1e Religious Studies
department. We wish him well got involved with tl1e people in
in his doctorate studies and hope the community at Regis. Some
of his most special moments
tllat he will return to Regis.'·
TI1ere is another aspect of occurred while he was acting in
involvementthatFr. Burke was t11e capacity ofa religious adviinvolved in, and tllat is the stu- sor. Often acting as a spiritual
dents. During his time at Re- counselor for student5, Fr. Burke
gis, Father Burke became in- gave much of his time to the
volved many of the students students personal and spiritual
lives. He did tl1is in several needs. On several occasions,
ways. He was involved in the he was tl1e priest for tl1e wedFaitl1 and Justice Institute, dings of Regis students ,md staff.
Christian Love and Marriage, He also baptized many of the
his Introduction to Religious babies in tl1e Regis commuStudies classes, Campus Min- nity. Fr. Burke enjoyed celeistry, and the Mexico Project. brating the 10:00 mass in DesFr. Burke also helped to de- met and t11e :iaster Mass. He
velop the project of the Rom- remarked, ·• At these times, I
ero House, which will be the felt more connected to people's
first idea of it's kind for Regis. lives".
Fatl1er Burke's experience
The Mexico Project is
among one of Fr. Burke's fa- witll the Jesuit community at
vorite accomplishments. Being Regis demonstrated to him the
one of the organizers of the first sharing and caring element that
Mexico Project, Father Burke is witl1in that community. Fr.
has continued to encourage Burke expressed tl1at while he
students to take an alternative was at Regis, he learned what it
Spring Break by lending a hand meant to be a priest. He stated,
in Mexico. It helped him get to ''It means to create witl1 people
know the participating students where we discover and celeby teaching tl1em about the brate God 's presence in our
Mexican culture and about lives.'' Fr. Burke also expressed
helping tl1at culture through t11athe will miss being at Regis,
community service. Father and tllat he had made some
really good friends here.
Burke hopes that in his
absence the project will con- TI1ere is also a possibility of
returning t~ Regis after his
studies are completed.
Fat11er Burke's future
plans are to complete his Masters degree in Theology, and to
go on to do work for his
Doctorate in Liberator TI1eology. When completed, Fr. Burke
would like to continue his inThe report is primarily run
volvement with t11e Mexican
for the purpose of determining
culture and do some work in
t11e efficiency level of enrolled
Mexico and Soutl1 America.
students compared to the costs
of maintaining classes.
The report is divided into
sections based upon tl1e academic deparunent. TI1en each
department division averages
the number of full-time faculty
and t11e number of stu- ~~~============:=;dents enrolled in t11ose
deparunent classes.
The ratio is tl1en
computed from these figures for each department

Wh at is the actual
student/teacher ratio?
by Kendra Mondragon
Staff Reporter

Lately, a number of questions have been raised regarding what seems to be an inere asing rate between tl1e student -teacher
After some investigaratio
tion, tl1e first report from Greg
Miller, an admissions counselor,
was that the current ratio
was reported in the admissions viewbook as
15 to I.
This characteristic of
Regis College of Regis
University is a major
recruiting factor for

Religion and
Genetics core
of new class
P.7

those incoming students who
prefer small classes.
In addition, tl1e investigation was confirmed by Dean
Roger Martin. As of -the 1992
spring semester, tlle exact ratio
is currently averaged at 15.9
students to every l teacher,
Martin said.
He also stated tl1at tl1is
figure is an improvement to tl1e
last couple of years during which
time Regis maintained an average of 13 or 14 students to
every 1 teacher.
According to Martin, a
report is run each semester to
determine the student-teacher
ratio.
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Regis heroes
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Ratio
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Career Corner:
by Carla Johnson
Good news for this year's grads: in spite of the current
recession, there are occupational areas that are expanding. Job
categories experiencing the most growth in opportunities for
new college graduates, as reported by employers who recruit on
college campuses, are listed below in alphabetical order.

Nuclear Age Forum provides
look at "New World Order"
by Jeffrey Ryan and
Marybeth Stalp
Staff Reporters

Accountants
Agricultural scientists
Biostatisticians
Bridge designers
Branch manager trainees
Buyers
Chemical analysts
Computer scientists
Customer services reps.
Credit analysts
Data processing technicians
Engineers
Environmental scientists
Financial analysts
Food inspectors
Forestry
Geologists
Horticultural specialists
Hydro geologists
Hotel and restaurant
Insurance claims
Landscape architects
Management

Medical officers
Nurses
Occupational therapists
Operating room tech.
Operations managers
Physical therapists
Psychologist
Radiologists
Rehabilitation counselors
Research & development
Resource management
Respiratory therapists
Sales/marketing reps.
Technical sales reps.
Sales management
Social workers
Speech therapists
Toxicologists - Ph.D.
Veterinarians
Veterans claims
Wastewater plant designers
Water resource specialists

Regis University

Highlander
Editorial/Managerial Staff
Editor-in-chief
Nick Jackson

Assistant Editor

During March 24, 25 and
26, The 7th Annual Regis Forum on the Nuclear Age discussed and evaluated the "New
World Order," its meaning and
implications.
This discussion however,
was far from limited to the forum itself, or for that matter the
"New World Order." All
throughout the week of March
22 various panelists and featured speakers at the forum visited classes and socialized with
students.
Professor Henry Trewhitt,
a Visiting Woodrow Wilson
Fellow at Regis and the keynote address speaker at the fo. rum, suggested that the 1992
forum was not only a success,
but also an invaluable experience for students.
"You don't see programs
like this often--its a shame,"

Trewhitt said. "This is the kind
of activity that every university
needs."
Trewhitt, as did the other
panelists, visited classes
throughout the week of the forum. These visits acted to bring
students into the issues surrounding the 1992 forum and to
address any topics relevant to
individual classes.
In addition to these visits,
Trewhitt also addressed faculty
members at a luncheon and held
meetings with a numberofclubs
on campus.
The forum itself was as
interactive as any of its panelists visits with students. In five
forum sessions, topics as diverse a U.S. security implications in the "New World Order"
and the North Korean atomic
born b were discussed at length .
In all sessions, the panelists presentations and discussions were followed by an extensive and often revealing
question and answer period. It

was this portion of the forum
that was most interactive and
satisfying.
"I have been very impressed by quality of questions
and the enthusiasm of the students," said Tom Hirschfeld a
senior analyst at the Center for
Naval Analyses and panelist at
the forum.
Looking more closely at
the actual topics of discussion
in the forum, panelists made it
clear that the United States
stands at a pivotal position in its
history. The forum established
that there is indeed a "New
World," but that the idea of
"Order" is an entirely different
question.
To this end, the forum acted
as an invaluable introduction
for its audience to the dilemmas
and uncertainties that the U.S.
and all its citizens will face in
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The Highlander is published every other week (excluding certain holidays), sixteen times per year. Submissions
for each issue are due by 5 p.m. the Thursday before each run
date, unless other arrangments have been made.
Fall, 1991 Deadline!Publishlng Dates
Issue # Article Deadline Date
Run Date
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call the Highlander at458-4152 or visit the office in Room 211
of the Student Center.

Discover the treasure of summer courses at any of our five
metro Denver area community colleges, where you can get many of
your college requirements out of the way for just $43 a credit hour.!
You can transfer core curriculum courses such as calculus, chemistry,
biology, English composition, speech communication, foreign
languages and scores of others at any of Colorado's public four-year
colleges or universities.
If you've been wondering how to finish college sooner, or make
up classes, just contact the community college
most convenient to your home or work. y ou1l
1992 Summer Schedule
find the courses you need, a dedicated faculty,
wa,the~=small classes, personal attention and a cost
that's affordable!
So get into the swim. Day, evening and
weekend classes start early June. Registration
begins late April. Schedules available now.
Community College

aJ.l NoWt
WEST Red Rocks Community College, Wes/ Sixth Avenue al Simms/ Union exil, 988-6160.
NORTH Front Range Community College, Be/ween Federal & Sheridan on 112/h, 466-8 811 ·
CENTRAL Community College of Denver, Auraria Campus, Colfax & Speer, 556-2600.
EAST Community College of Aurora, Soulheasl of 6/h and Chambers, 360-4790
SOUTH Arapahoe Community College, South of Bowles off San/a Fe, 797-5900.
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The faces oj. a non-trad. student Iinik;MmbSl!ii,~
:::i:i:i:1:1~1:?;; ;: ·_
•,
Perspective
by Louise Donovan
The non-traditional Regis
University studentisacategory
I am presently attached to-- I'm
not a resident, I'm not 18 to 25
years old, I'm not single, I'm a
commuter student.
I commute between homework and housework, from typing term papers for my sons to
typing papers for myself.
I commute from high
school football games to wrestling matches to little league
softball games, and soccer
games to college basketball
games at Regis.
I commute to the Renaissance Club, the group of nontraditional aged students at Regis and other groups and clubs
off campus.
In the classroom, is there a
difference? Well, of course
I'm older and it shows! Those
lines of wisdom that appear on
each student's face are just a
little bit deeper on my forehead
and around my eyes!
There is a different way of
considering time and how to
split it between campus and
home. Instead of splitting time

between the classrooms, campus, the pub, and the dorms.
No, I'm not YOUR MOTHER,
I'm a fellow student. I respect
your insight and appreciate your
challenges as a student because
in the classroom we are almost
the same.
Some non-traditional students feel the are threatened or
not welcomed because they are
not involved with campus life.
They deal with barriers.
Some non-traditional aged
students have experienced
trauma returning to the classroom. It's scary alright! The
idea that "once is not enough"
doesn't just apply to the ecological movement.
When the non-traditional
age student is given labels like

....

w.·.·=

...• :.

"retread" or asked, "How do
you like the RECEP program?"
or "What office are you in?
Who's adjusting the office work
to allow you to attend classes?"
it can be a real trauma to return
to college!
Most college students enjoy, anticipate and fear the challenge of college. I'm choosing
to make it be the challenge that
will NOT be beyond my limits,
and effectively preparing myself for the working world of
the 90's.
I'm the one sitting next to
you in this 8:00 am class -- the
one with tennis shoes, backpack, and Regis University
sweatshirt. This classroom is
full of students! Welcome to
you! Welcome to me!
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STEVE RUNNINGS,
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ASSERTIVENESS
Saying Yes,
Saying No

IT'S TIME TO STOP SMOKING
There is an abundance of evidence
to prove that smoking cigarettes or
using smokeless tobacco is a
serious health hazard. It is also
expensive, since a one-pack·per-day
habit will cost you over $500 per
year. Quitting may not be easy, but
it can be done, as many ex·smokers
have proven. You may be able to do
it yourseU or you may need some
outside help. It isn't important how
you do it. What is imponant is the
fact that you are quitting.

The Beginning
Probably the most imponant aspect
to success is your readiness and
determination to quit. Once you've
made up your mind to stop, this
hurdle is behind you. Then you can
begin to investigate some of the
methods of quitting plus the variety
of support available to you. At this
point, it might be a good idea to
start a smoking diary listing when
you smoke during the day. This will
help you analyze your
smol<lng urges. Once
you begin to understand when you
smoke and what sort
of feelings or emotions trigger your
desire to light up,
you're on the track
toward controlling
your habit. Keep your
diary for several days
before you stop
smoking.

.

Some Tips
On How
To Quit
Where To Go
Sometimes you need go no further
than yourself. Some people, by
exerting their willpower and
keeping their thoughts and actions
under slrict control, can slop
smoking with no outside help. But
even these people should try and
get a basic knowledge of why they
smoke and how they got addicted.
Many books have been written on
the subject. Go to your public
library and select lhe ones you
think might be most helpful.
Organizations dedicated to the
health of heart and lungs usually
have a lot of free literature designed

Enjoy Clearer
Communication
to assist in quitting. Call llw
American Canct:r Socil!ty. the
American Lung Assocw.Lion or the
America11 Heart Associatio11

Other Aids
Support groups are available in
communities all over the country.
Inquire among the same groups
listed above or consult lhe Yellow
Pages in you r phone book. Hospitab, dinics. universitics and other
medical research organ,zalions
often have stop-smoking programs. Any health professional
should be able lo guide you
toward lhe sources you feel would
be most valuable LO you.

lJo you have trouble saying what
you think? Speaking dircclly?
Asking fo r hdp? Do you always go
along wilh what someone else
wanls because you're afraid to s.iy
"""no~? You can do lhcSt.· thi11gs ,md
much more by leamuig lo be
assertive.

Confront Old Fears
Many of us were taught as children
1
~;~~

~~:b;;~~e~i:i

;~i\~~;:-;;

unable to know whars appropriate.

Some people arc highly skilll'tl at
getting what they want by mampulaLion, by trymg lo µlace bl.unc or by
trying to induce guill feelings m
others. Once you bcl;ill to rommu·
nicall· dearly. such 1>cupk will
probabl)· s1uµ 11smg 111a1111111l.it1v1.;
c-ommu111c,1t1011 wilh you ht·GtU~l'
llH·y k1111" 1t"~ 11ul c!fn:l!Vl' Yuur
m\craction with other~ c;m tlu·n l.x:
more huncsl .iml more S.ttasfymi,: .

Learn To Say
What You Mean

it might ?'a~e sense that our n.itur.al Assertiveness is lhl' ability lo
honesty is silenced. _But many of us
carry those lessons mto adulthood.
~en con.fron1cd with s1tuatio1.1s in
which we really must communicate
honesll~. we don'.t know how.We're
too afr,ud ofhurtang others· feel·
111~s, of bcmg rciectcd or of making
mast.akes.

t!xpress your lhoughls and feelings
while allowmg others to do Lhe
same. When you arc assertive. you
acknowledge that others have
thoughts and feelings and Jknnt:. of
view. We like 10 kn uw th.it wc·v~·
been heard. Bui after the aLknowledgcmenl. the assertive
µcrson repeats his nr her Vll'W or
fcelinw-s

Learn Other
Communication Skills
Use ,:ontickn: body l,mguJ~t· .mo .1
vmcl" and 10111· lk ;1 ~oud
hsten1·r ·\,k r11w~tu,11, 11 v1111·r, · 11 .. 1
:-un· yi,u 111ukr,taod 1·,v,rn11111.,,.
n1U11l":-) l~t·U1l·111h1·1' lh,11 0!)1t·1 ,
h;IVl" tll\' 11!-:hl 1" d1,-,1g1,,
dl'<ll"

Take The First Small Steps
·\s:.1'r[l\'1'll\"''lh11·:-. rlill h.l!'I"•:

,1vcrml{lll . n,lf do,·~ I\ h,1pp1·:1 .d, .,;
CJlll·1· l.1kl· ,IILY rl~'" ,kill. I\ 1:,
lc;irraeJ 111 ~rn.1!1 step-. ·1 ry rd1,·,u:.
mg new suu.1!1011~ A:.) ma ~am
confidctll't:, gr:1du;il!y ;1dd 111:"
skills. Ovt.>z 11111e. your ~c1r-r,·,1k·~1
will :,,hllll' through .md thu~,· jrmmtl
yuu will n·:-pl·n you lor :-.,11·111._: "11,H
you 1111.:;111

What They Do
Whether you decide to stop with

the help of a book or whether you
prefer the support of a group,
you'll find the techniques are
·
similar. All good
programs encour·
age behavior modification-chan!,!ing
I your way of life sc,
that cigarettes .ire
no lun~cr 1111purt.<111t
in certain situations.
Once you h,wc
decided lo quil, you
will find lots of
material available to
help you attain you r
goal.
c::J

r:-.------.....--------,

HOW TO NEGOTIATE DIFFERENCES
Communicate, Cooperate, & Understand
When it comes lo personal rclation:.hips, ultimatums
rarely work. Instead. it helps to know how to give and
take-to negotiate. Uarning to effectively confront,
cooperate, and understand arc the most dfective skills
we have for successful ncgotialions.

few ideas for solving
the conllict. Upossible. suggest solutions that are "win/
Communicate Positively
win." Assume you
In order to resolve differences or negotiate, you musl be share a common
willing to bee the other person. You don't need to be
intc~sc the desire for
angry or accusing; But you sJwwld be direct Posit.Ive
a friendly outcome.
communicating includes honestly saying how you f~I
and what you want.

A '"win/Win .. soluUon leaves both
peoplt letllng good.

Be Understanding

Be Cooperative

To negotiate wisely, put yourscU in the other pc~n·s

"Cooperate~ means "work togcthcr. To begin. suggest shoes. What woukf satisfy him? What does he want?
lmt each person state the problem or situation !Tom h is Avoid criticizing; when people reel inferior. they get
or her point of view. Don't defend your position, but
angry. When they're angry, you' re less likely to get
listen. Ask questions if you don't understand lhc other
what you want
8

Keeping a smoker's diary will help you understand
your nicotine urges.

person's feelings.
Next each person can
try to come up with a
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'Team Tuesday' dominates
12th annual Rat Olliimpics

by Liz Harding
Features Editor

-

.

•

..
..
Program Activity Council

APRIL 16
THURSDAY THRILLS
"Caribbean Night"
$1 with PAC Card,
$2 without card
9 p.m.--Ranger Station
Sponsored by:
Student Representatives
&
KRCX--Regis Radio

ONLY TWO DAYS AWAY...
APRIL 11
RANGER DAY
Be part of this Regis tradition!

PAC NEEDS YOU!!
Be A

RANGER DAY VOLUNTEER!
Join in the fun behind the scenes!
For more information, Call

455-6480

A WORD FROM THE V-P'er...
PAC events ...
Party On!
Excellent!!
-Dom Dezzutti

GET ACTION PACed!!!

On Thursday, March 26,
the 12th annual Rat "Olliimpics" were held. This annual event allows the students
ofDr. EugeneDelay'sPsychology of Learning class to train
rats to compete in a variety of
events.
The students are divided
into teams, based on the day
they participate in lab class.
This year, "Team Tuesday" won
all four of the events that made
up the "Olliimpics."
The winners of the "01liimpics" are determined by
combining the "time score"
which is length of time it took
the rat to complete the event
and a "performance score,"
which is based on the decisions
of the judges as to how well the
rat performed during the
event.
This year the judges were
Dr. Martha Ashmore (head
judge), Dr. Gary Guyot, and Dr.
Charles Shelton .
Record scores have been
kept since the beginning of the
"Olliimpics," both on a "U.S."
level and a "world" level.

petitors placed second in the
world records in their respectiveevents. "Flotsam", who was
trained by Luz-Marie Jimenez
andJoeQuadhamer,completed
the ladder climb with a event

score of 5.449. "Tex", trained
by Debbie Dreiling and Christine Strickland, completed the
Pentcathalon with a perfonnance score of 6.192.

····.·-·-·-·-·.·.·-:-:-:-:-:-;.;.:-;.;.:-:-:-:-:-: :::::::::;::::=:;::;:=:::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::
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Perspective: What nursing
wan~s in a new president
by John Neilson

Nursing Reporter

On Wednesday morning
March 25th, students of the
School for Health Care Professions met with Tom Reynolds,
Vice President of Student Life
and Fr. Jack Callahan of the
Regis Board of Trustees to talk
about the selection of a new
president for Regis University.
This was a rare opportunity for
these students to come forward
and havea voicein theaffairs of
the campus.
Nursing students agreed
with the opinion expressed at
the General Assembly meeting
on March 16th, that the next
president "should be diversified and be a part of each program on campus."
As the Health Care Professions School continues to
raise its standards and to rapidlyexpand,asupportivepresident is desired who has some
experience in the problems specific to this discipline. Our
students feel strongly that the
qualities that made the Loretto
Heights nursing program so
highly accredited must be upheld and improved upon.

classroom facilities, a research
program, as well as the procurement of more health care
texts and journals, must be addressed on a long-term basis.
This will require money,
so someone with a strong management background for
streamlining campus operations
and good public-relations skills
for foundation building should
be able todo this whilecontaining costs and minimizing tuition increases.
Though a president must
be effective at dealing with the
board of trustees and the business community, Health Care
students feel the new president
should also be able to relate and
understand the affairs of the
wide variety of students attending Regis.
Specific concerns expressed were the need for a
campus-wide organized recyclingprogram,heightenedcommunity involvement and increased minority recruiting.
As the demographics of
nursing students, at this time,
more typically resembles that
of the average RECEP student,
many present at the meeting

of working parents on limited
incomes should be addressed.
Day care, scheduling concerns
and financial aid are of vastly
more interest to these students
than campus activities and major-specific dorm programs.
It is important to deal with
the concerns of .all students,
while attemping to resolve the
tensions inherent between traditional undergraduates, RECEP and professional programs.
Several nursing students
expressed the hope that the Jesuit tradition of human care,
spirituality, academic excellence and intellectual investigation, is exceptionally wellequipped to deal with these issues as we enter the twenty-first
century. As students, it is our
responsibility to be involved as
much as possib~e in the selection of a president who can help
us realize these potentials.
Is Superman a Jesuit? Do
you think either he or Clark
Kent would look good in a Roman collar? We are asking a lot
of our next president, but we
will also be investing a lot of
trust in his position and have a
right to keep our standards high.

Honors symposium
will reflect on college
life from many sides
by Kate Howard
Staff Reporter

The Honors Program at
Regis continues to enjoy success with Gene Stewart as its
director.
The honors students involved with the Polaris Club
are about to complete their second year with the release of
their annual publication entitled, "Polaris: A Journal Of
Ideas". This journal consists of
many of the students's writing
and will be issued this week.
In addition, a symposium
called, "College: Is It What You
Thought It Would Be?", is
planned for April 15. The discussion will compare two high
school students ideas of what
college will be like and Regis
seniors, Keith Eldredge and
Dana Boyd's thoughts on their
experience at college. Dr. Alice Reich and Dr. John Kane
will act as respondents.
Theprogram will introduce
some changes next year. In-

coming freshmen will be asked
to write an essay to be accepted
into the program. "This will
give me an opportunity to meet
the person on paper before they
actually attend Regis" Stewart
said. "Also, it will help me invite those students who really
want to be in the program."
In order to make the honors
program more specific, the program will be limited to sixteen
students per class, and all
courses taken by the students
will be honors courses. "I see
this change as a great opportunity for the students in the program tospendalloftheircourses
together for the next four years"
Stewart commented.
Gene Stewart is very excited with the program's present success. Upon asking why
the program is so successful he
replied, "It's not just my idea of
a good thing. The students are
very much involved in shaping
the program."
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KING OF BEERS .

PRESENTS
REGIS UNIVERSITY RANGER DAYS
1992
RANGER WEEK
APRIL 6
PAC MOVIE "TH E FISHER KING" 9 PM
FUN AND GAMES
APRIL 7
" JIM WAND" 9 PM
APRIL 8
RANGER TALENT NIGHT 9 PM PUB
APRIL 9
THURSDAY THRILLS " TIMOTHY P AND RURAL ROUTE THREE"
9 PM
APRIL 10
F.A.C. "A NIGHT AT THE RACES " 4-7 PM

RANGER DAY!!!
APRIL 11, 1992
"ELECTRIC SOUND CREW" 12-8 PM
ALUMNI BAND "FRIENDS" 1-2 PM
"MAGELLAN'S THIEVES" 2:30-3 PM
REGIS GUITAR PLAYERS 3:30-4 PM
"SHAKEDOWN STREET" 4-7 PM
" BIG HEAD TODD AND THE MONSTERS" 7-10 PM
"REGGAE POSSE" 10-12 PM
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Campus OverviewL---------------General Assembly Minutes
1. ROLLCAL~arch

30, 1992

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Exec. Board hopes to promote
greater General Assembly attendance
by Maureen

M G

c ee

Staff Reporter

With the 1992-93 elections
having taken place and the executive offices filled, the Executive Board that will serve
next year is hoping for more
attendance at General Assembly.
This includes increased
ill. F1RST READING OF AMENDMENTS
participation from organizaTim O'Leary, Chief Justice of Exec. Board and Todd LaSala,
tions in the G .A. itself and from
President of Exec. Board, presented an amendment that would
any students who feel they need
create an Ethics Committee.
to voice their opinions or who
have questions.
IV. SECOND READING OF AMENDMENTS
Cha Tate, Off Campus Representative, read amendment 11
In order to get attendance
regarding Freshman Class Representatives. Cha motioned to adopt
up at G .A. within the organizathis amendment to the Constitution. Amendment 11 was approved by
tions themselves, the Exec.
a unanimous vote of the GA.
Board reworded the Constitution.
"There was a lot of confuV. APPROVAL OF STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
sion
about the policy in attendMarybeth, VP of General Assembly, introduced the new Student
ing the G.A. meetings,"
Representatives, and asked them to explain why they wanted the
Marybeth Stalp, vice-president
position.
-Sean Mackin and Cha Tate are the new Sophomore Class
of G.A., said.
Representatives.
"The Exec. Board cleaned
-Marguerite Toledo and Kerry Wanser are the Junior Rep re up the Constitution so that all
sentatives.
members know what the attendance policy is. We didn't
VI. ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW
change the policy, we made it
Marybeth, VP of General Assembly, announced that Organizaeasier for everyone to undertional Review starts Wednesday, April 1st Brian Steffen has sign up
stand."
sheets.
Former Chief Justice Kelly
VII. PHILOSOPHY CLUB UPDATE
Mcinerney added that "it has
Dan Hattrup, Philosophy Club Representative, gave an update
helped attendance at G.A. be-

A) Loss of Voting Rights
Marybeth, VP of General Assembly, announced the clubs and
two
organizations that have Jost their voting rights for the next
meetings.
-Jeanne Marie Grosse, KRCX
-Allison Eber, Wellness Center
-Mark Gemici, Biology

cause everyone now knows the
requirements for the attendance
policy.,,
To encourage voting members to regularly attend, the
Constitution states, "after two
absences and one proxy the individual will lose his/her voting rights and be on probation
for a duration of time.
In order to get the student

about the Philosophy Club's trip to Memphis.

body to attend G.A., the Open
Forum was developed.
"The Exec. Board would
like to be more approachable to
the student body, Stalp said.
"This year we created the Open
Forum so that students could
havetimetoaskquestionsabout
they aren't clear about.
·
issues
It'sbasicallytimeforanyoneto
speak to G.A."

Clubs Currently on
Suspended Status

1. KRCX Radio
•

. Wellness Center
. Biology Club ·

Forum

(cont. from P. 2_ _ _ _ _ _ __

the not-so-far future.
This introduction gave any
participant in the forum a real
advantage over those individuals whom did not have such an
opportunity.
Referring again to Profes-

sor Trewhitt' s statement," ...this
is exactly the kind of activity
that every university needs."
The unfortunate truth, however,
is that only a few select universities offer such activities-fortunately Regis is one of them.

VIII.DIRECTOR OF FINANCE UPDATE
IX. DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS UPDATE
Charle Tate, Director of Conununity Relations, gave information about the Easter Egg Hunt. It will be held on April 18th in the
afternoon, the exact time has not been established.

X.

DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE RELATIONS
Marie Weiseth, Director of College Relations, announced that
S.A.I.N.T.S. applications will be available in the Campus Life office
on April 1st.

XI. CAMPUS LIFE UPDATE
MarybethStalp gave the announcement because Jim McCormick
was out-of-town.
I. West Hall
II. Posting Changes
Posters must be approved by the Campus Life office before being
distributed around campus. Any posters hung on glass will be taken
down.
m. O'Connell Club Space
If any club or organization still wants office space in O'Connell
talk to Marybeth after GA.
XI. RANGERDAY
Wendy Leonard, VP of PAC (91-92), made announcements
about Ranger Day. They need set-up and clean-up crews, people to
work in the booths.
XII. HONORSCEREMONY
Marybeth announced that nomination forms were handed out
before the meeting and are due April 3rd in the Campus Life office.
Please copy the nomination forms and encourage your friends to fill
them out so there will be a high return. Marybeth explained that Man
of the Year and Women of the Year are students, not primarily
Seniors.
The Nomination Committee Chairperson is Janellen Smith. See
Amendment 7 for criteria of members of the Nomination Committee.
XIII.PRESIDENT UPDATE
XIV. OPEN FORUM
Marie Weiseth asked Sean Mackin what he saw wrong with
Student Government. He replied that there were holes in the Constitution, not enough involvment or visability.
Claire Russell mentioned that the switchboard takes forever to
answer. Kelly Mcinerney, Chief Justice (91-92), said that the
problem was explored a few weeks ago, but no progress had been
made yet.

XV. ADJOURNMENT

Is It What Yo
Thought It
Would Be?
A Mini-Symposium
Sponsored by the HONORS
PROGRAM.

Wednesday April 15
4:30 p.m.
In The President's Lounge
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Genetics course Officers elected, athletics
to stress religion honored at recent Regis
by Lauren Y och
Staff Reporter

There is a new class that
will be offered in the Spring
semester of next year. It is
called Genetics, Ethics, and
Religion, and will be a team
taught course.
Dr. Joan Betz and Dr.
Deborah Blake will be the professors teaching the course, with
Dr. Betz emphasizing the genetic aspects and Dr. Blake
centering on the religious and
ethical aspects of the course.
The specific details, such as
number of credit hours and times
of the class, are still being
worked out.
The idea of a genetics/ethics course has been a long time
idea of Dr. Blake's. It was
inspired out of the "genetic revolution", which is rapidly becoming a greater part of our
lives.
It is targeted for the general student population meaning that it is not a class offered
only for students of biology or
religion.
The practice of team teaching is not widely used, and Dr.
Blake hopes that this course
will become a model of multidisciplinary teaching for other
courses here as well as for other
schools.
Toe course will include both

classroom instruction and a
practical laboratory period, but
even this element has a unique
twist. This aspect of the course,
had requested be shown to each the board spent a significant
as Dr. Blake explains, " .. .is a by Nick Jackson
of the college boards, Reynolds amount of time discussing tl1e
lab in the broader sense of the . Editor-in-chief
presented statistics which indi- future growtJ1 of the undergraduword."
On Saturday, April 4, the cate that Regis has exceeded ate program.
This period will include
These issues are selected
learning about recombinant Regis University Board of all of t11e standards.
TI1e board also developed by Susan Latemeal and PresiDNA in a laboratory context, Trustees held their annual spring
but will also include other ac- meeting, where they elected a resolution concerning Total dent Fr. David Clarke based on
tivities. An example would be three new members to the board, Quality Management (TQM) tJ1e current state of Regis afprograms at Regis. TQM is a fairs and on unfinished issues
mock congressional hearings among other actions.
very popular program around which arise at the various trusTI1e
new
additions
to
tJ1e
about what the effects of access
At each of the
to DNA information will be on board include Denver District the business world for increas- tee meetings.
Attorney Norm Early, John ing tJ1e level of service quality otJ1er meetings tJ1e board also
society.
TI1e course will learn about Venezia (fatl1er of a current for corporations. IBM, who spends a significant amount of
and follow the Human Genome Regis freshman), and Fr. John won tl1e Malcolm Baldridge time meeting witJ1 various stuProject which is a federally Staudenmaier (professor at the award for TQM, is offering dents, faculty, and staff ,md
funded gene mapping project University of Detroit). They grants to colleges so tJ1ey may listening to presentations con-·
scheduled for completion in 15 replace three trustees who have teach tl1e concepts of TQM cerning developments on camserved Regis for l 0-15 years within tl1eir business programs. pus.
years.
The Board of Trustees has
--sometimes you can get
This course is a new idea at apiece .
four
meetings
per
year.
InAfterward,
Vice
President
too
caught
up in tl1e business of
Regis, and though the subjects
being taught are very different, for Student Life Tom Reynolds cluded in these is a weekend the meeting so tl1at you· re sort
they are inter-related to a large gave a presentation on th_e Regis retreat in which tJ1e board con- of out of touch witl1 tJ1e people
athletic program and how it centrates on a major issue fac- you' re t11ere to help,., Laterneal
degree.
Dr. Blake emphasized that stands compared to tl1e new ing Regis. In the past, such commented. Therefore, the
although she is a religion and NCAA guidelines concerning issues have included the Vi- board must concentrate on
ethics professor and Dr. Betz is athletes and academics. After sions for t11e year 2,000 and t11e making as many personal conbiology professor, they will not showing the board a video tl1at School for Professional Stud- tacts as possible while on cam pus.
teach strictly in their respective the Knight Commission (the or- ies.
During the discussion of
TI1e board's next meeting
fields. The knowledge of both ganization responsible for some
the
"Vision
for
the
year
2,000,"
will
be tJ1eir smmner retreat.
of
the
work
on
the
guidelines)
teachers will be applied in their
opposite areas.
This will help to facilitate
the two subjects to mesll and
become more tangible to the
students.

Board of Trustees meeting

INTRAMURALS

Editor's note: The following excerpt is from a previously unfinished article about the Belize Project run in
Issue #13.

Belize (cont. from Issue 13, P. 5 " - - - - - - Belize is a developing
country which suffers from
poverty, and in this respect it
was a change from the United
States culture. Even the experience of the tropical climate in
Belize was unique.
Anotl1er example of the
differences in cultural ways is
that the people of Belize aren't
particularly concerned about
being places exactly on time.
Their culture is less hurried than
ours and the Regis students
experienced this during their
stay in Belize.
Little trouble was had with
language difficulties even
though the language of Belize
is Creole.

One day there was designated as a play day, allowing
t11e students to explore Belize
City and its surrounding area
which includes t11e second largest barrier reef in t11e world.
The students spent time snorkeling at t11e reef.
The trip to Belize was
undoubtably a success. TI1e
Regis students experienced
anotl1er culture and helped t11e
community there tl1rough service work.
"We wanted to experience
anotl1er people and do service
for people who are poor and
needy," Kane said. ·'It is an
expression of our religious
faith .''

SUPERCUTS
"We cut hair for your ego, not ours."

$1 off
with Regis I.D.
hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat-9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun-10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Walk-In

Are not done yet!!!
We still have
fun filled events!
Keep a _look out
around campus!

Regis heroes
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Above and beyond
the call of duty
This section is dedicated to all the
people at Regis who truly exemplify
the idea of men and women in service
of others
by Liz Hardine
Features editor

In the Regis community
there are many people who
go above and beyond the requirements of their job. These
people often do n:ot receive
the recognition or the appreciation they deserve for the
job they do .
The point of this section
is to recognize the accomplishments of a few of these
individuals.
The six people chosen
for this section are truly everyday heros. They have dedicated their lives to serving
the Regis community and
things are different as a result
of their presence.
The people chosen were
Joyce DeNovellis, Shirley
DiCroce, Barb Lucas, Marian Nielson, Lennis Pederson, and Debbie Selle.
When gathering informa-

tion for these articles it became evident that these people
are truly dedicated to their jobs
and to the Regis community.
Unfortunately, it is not
possible to recognize everyone who deserves it, and the
people mentioned in this section are in no way the only
ones who do go beyond the
requirements of their jobs.
If you can think of other
people in the community who
you feel does an extraordinary job, be sure to tell them
that you think so. These people
do not ask for any recognition
and seldom get any, even
though they deserve it.
Thank you to all the members of the Regis community,
faculty staff and students who
go out of their way to serve
others. You make a difference,
and Regis would not be the
same without you .

office with warm atmosphere
by Davida Olguin
Features Reporter

When a person walks into
the Dean's office in Loyola Hall,
one will notice how everything
seems to be under control, not
to mention the warm friendly
atmosphere.
But, has anyone thought
about who is responsible for
these difficult tasks in one of
the busiest offices on campus?
The person responsible for
keeping the Dean's office running so smoothly is Joyce
DeNovellis, assistant to the
Dean.
DeNovellis began working
at Regis in O_ctober 1979 as the
Dean· s secretary. Since then she
has been appointed the assistant to the dean and is more
important to the campus than
most people realize.
Besides doing ty ical,
everyday things such as typing
and preparing the minutes for
the Dean's Council, she is the
one who puts the Deans List
reception together every fall and
spring.
When a department is
searching for new faculty
member, DeNovellis is the

HEY!

person who makes the travel
and hospitality arrangements for
those who come to interview .
She also sets up the times for
the candidates to meet with the
necessary people .
Even though she has many
projects going on at one time,
she always keeps herself under
control. "I don't see how she
gets everything done and keeps
the office running smoothly.
Plus she is always in good spir-

'Debbie knows Regis'
by Liz Harding

Need a little action?
Be part of the
Intermural Sports Council!

Applications available in
Can1pus Life
April 6 - 10

Contact a Council member for
more details!

its." stated Sara Harrison, a
freshman who workstudies in
the Dean's office
When DeNovellis was
asked why, after working in Uie
Dean' s office for so many years,
she was not yet the dean, she
laughed.
For all the work she does in
and out of the Dean's office she
definitely does not receive U1e
recognition she deserves.

Features editor

"What stands out most
about Debbie is that she really
cares about the students," Lisa
Birge, assistant director of
Campus Life said. "She is always willing to help in any way
she can."
Debbie Selle has been the
secretary in the Campus Life
office for three years. Her enthusiasm and dedication to her
job and to the Regis community has shown through in almost everything she does.
Jim McCormick, director
of Campus Life, states that Selle
is "dedicated to the philosophy
of serving students." He said
that there have been many times
that Selle has helped students
out with problems they were
having, or by typing things that
needed to be typed.
"Debbie is considerate,
compassionate, always willing
to help and always on top of
things," said Renita Washington, a junior who workstudies
in the Campus Life office. The
other workstudies in the office
also have nothing but tl1e highest regard for Selle and love
working with her.
"Debbie's awesome," sophomore Marguerite Toledo
said. "You can't say enough
about Debbie. She is always
willing to go out of her way to

help anyone."
"You have to experience
her, and I think everyone on
campus does at one time or
another," said Kara Kolter.
. "Anytime any other department
on campus doesn't know something they transfer it over to
Debbie. Instead of Bo knows,
it's Debbie knows. "Debbie
knows Regis."
-Every year the students who
worlc. with Selle, show how much
the value her and her dedication and commiunent by having a 'Debbie Appreciation Day"
in which they do things for her
to thank her for everything she
bas done for them and the rest
of the Regis community.
"She is very personable and
has developed a good rapp~rt
with the students," Birge said.
"She goes out of her way to
help, and she really cares a~ut
the students as individuals,
Both Birge and McConnick
said that another way Selle goes
beyond the call of duty is through
the hours she puts in. She is
supposed toleaveat4:30every
day but usually stays as late as
5:00 or 5:30, and she has never
asked for overtime.
"Debbie is one of my favorite people on campus," said
.
15
· · Todd LaSala. "She
JUillOr
. 1
always willing to do pracucal ~
anything for any student. I don
know how she does it."
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Lucas' smiling enthusiam ederson: Always
makes tough days easier
illing to lend a
elping hand
By Stephanie Roller

Features Reporter

Barbara Lucas, a Marriott
employee, always has a smile
on her face and something nice
to say to the students who eat
breakfast and lunch in the cafeteria. "Top of the morning"
and "Hi, honey" are phrases
that are common when she
greets each person and asks
what they would like for breakfast.
Lucas is very family-oriented and loves her students.
She always has a story about
her new granddaughters or her
son. She has a bubbly personality and on many occasions
turns a frown on a student into
a smile. She asks how the
students are and is friendly and
supportive of what the students
are doing.
On any given day Lucas is
out in the cafeteria saying "Hi"
to students after the lunch rush
is over. She can be seen helping Michelle DiSantis with her
tray or helping other students
who could use a hand. The enthusiasm and smile that are
always there can make a rough

I

day a little easier.
For those students who frequent the snack bar more than
tl1e cafeteria, Lucas may not be
as well-known. However, for
those students who have had
the pleasure of meeting her,
breakfast and lunch are not the
same without saying "Hi" to

Lucas and having her say '·Hi
honey, what can I get for you."
or '·Have a great day.''
Barbara Lucas is a Regis
hero because of the love and
care she exhibits for the students who start their day with
pancakes, hash browns and her
big smile.

Photo by Corey Flanagan

Good Morning!: With her chee,y smile and a typical
friendly greeting, Barb Lucas makes eating in Marriott an enjoyable experience.

FALL HOUSING SIGN-UP

APRIL 13-16

by Stephanie Roller

cern about the disability committee and handicap accessiLennis Pederson, the Di- bility, he was willing to work
rector of Physical Facilities, witl1 me and make strides to
is always ready and willing to help make this campus more
lend a helping hand. When he accessible .··
"'Lennis is a hero in my
is out on the campus, Pederson stops to talk to the stu- eyes because he cared enough
dents, always looking for ways to ask me what he could do to
to improve things on the help. Just the fact tliat somecampus . Astudentthatknows one else cares makes him a
this first hand is Michelle hero to me."
DeSantis.
Lennis Pederson takes the
DeSantis has been espe- time and the effort needed to
cially .appreciative of Peder- accommodate students busy
son' s efforts because of the schedules. Students schedulspecial things he has done to ing an interview or pointing
make tl1is campus more ac- out a maintenance concern can
cessible to her. From the work feel assured that if they raise
hehasdoneinDeSantis' West the concern to Pederson, the
Hall room to the ramps in the concern will be taken care of.
Individuals on the Regis
sidewalks and around the buildings, Pederson is continually campus who take the extra
helping to meet the needs of two minutes to listen to stustudents and make Regis a dents concerns are greatly appreciated and Lennis Pedercomfortable place to live.
"When I expressed my con- son is one of the many that are
truly°a Regis hero.
Features reporrer

Nielson sparkplug

( of Campus Ministry
by Liz Harding
Features Editor

APRIL 13
DeSmet, O'C, & West-Anyone staying in their
current rooms or hall
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

APRIL 14
Current Sophomore/Junior Sign-Up
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

APRIL 15
Current Freshmen Sign-Up
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

APRIL 16
Open Sign-Up to everyone
\
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
~

"It's as if witl1out Marian,
everything would fall apart,"
said Patty McLaughin, a workstudy in Campus Ministry.
This appears to be the
consensus opinion among the
staff of Campus Ministry about
Marian Nielson, who has been
the secretary there for 2 years.
According to tl1e staff of
Campus Ministry, Nielson is
much more than a secretary.
"She's more like an office
manager," said Associate Director Ken Phillips. "If I had
the money, I'd pay her to organize my life."
There are many ways in
which Nielson goes above and
beyond the call of duty. In
addition to her responsibilities
in Campus Ministry, she also
volunteers her time teaching
water aerobics on campus and
is the executive assistant for
the Faith and Justice Institutes
which are held every fall.
Sr. Ann Goggin, director
of Campus Ministry, describes
Nielson as "incredibly generous" and says tllat she is" available to students in lots of different ways."
The workstudys in Campus Ministry all have nothing
but the highest respect and regard
for Nielson. "She's like a big
sister who doesn't tease you."
said Senior Mike McManus.
"She listens to complaints, and
gives advice. And she brings

me food."
"She is always smiling,"
Rebecca Belt, another Campus
Ministry workstudy, said. "She
is also always there when people
need her"
Among Nielson's other
activities, she is also very involved in tl1e Regis choir. Phillips, who also serves as director
of liturgy, said that she is a
"lovely musician." She is able
to play several instruments
including the guitar, the penny
whistle and the hanunered dulcimer.
According to Phillips,
Nielson has a "lovely voice"
and is part of the heart and soul
of the alto section. ·'She has
given of her musical abilities
and had enriched the liturgies,··
Phillips said.
Nielson always goes out of
her way to help students, and
according to Goggin, is very
alert and receptive to any need
people demonstrate.
Phillips stated that one of
the most remarkable things about
Nielson is her entlrnsiasm and
energy. "I don't know she does
it," he said. "Her work level is
always consistent, and she· s not
afraid to do the grunt work. She
goes full guns into everything
she does.''
McLaughin enjoys working with Nielson. She said tl1at
Nielson is always caring and
that she never feels bossed by
Nielson. "It's always a pleasure to be able to do something
for Marian," she said
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From the Heart
by Nick Jackson

The Pope represents a world church, not just a national one
The Pope may be coming to town soon. Time to start the

_________ _,,.

protests.
Of course the atheists will not react favorably; neither will
Bridget Porter and Dana
the fundamentalist Protestants. How about the Catholics?
Boyd are two lucky people
Ironically, many Catholics seem to be the people who are
who won't be in the unem- protesting most vigorously. Why?
It seems that many of the more liberal Catholics are sick and
ployment line.
tired of the slow pace that the Pope is moving in regard to many
of the issues which the Church in the United States faces. Should
Todd LaSala and Ma- we have altar girls? Should women be priests? Should priests be
rybeth Stalp, what is your married? Should the mass become even more progressive?
new definition of PMS?
Stop for a moment and put yourself in the shoes of a couple
of other Catholics in this world.
Let's start with Zimbabwe. Ruled by a ruthless dictator,
Christi Newbill, what do
these people are lucky to survive the day . Many don't. They don't
you call your disks?
really care about whether priests should be married or whether the
mass has guitars. ''Just get us some food and a reason to live!"
Katherine Brown, why they would probably say.
Move across the globe to Peru. There, the ruler has just
should one drive to
imposed
dictatorial rule on the people. There is a cholera
McCoy's?
epidemic whose victims reach into the hundreds of thousands.

Patty McLaughlin, Keith
Eldredge, and Kelly
Mclnerney, what does
"Lemon Fresh Windex"
look like?
Regis faculty and staff,
so who's winning the presidential race?

Fallacies of An Undergrad
by Del Stark

"But officer, I didn't swallow!"
"Duh, I didn't inhale."
''Mommy, what is marijuana?"
"Where did you pick up that word? At school?"

For
•
insurance
call
MARTHA EUBANKS
Agent
5460 W. 60th Avenue
Arvada, CO 80003
Bus.: (303) 421-9900

The Shining Pat11, a Marxist terrorist organization, makes its
presence known quite often in the form of periodic murders of
scores of everyday citizens. Do you think tl1at tl1e Peruvian
Catholics care if the language of the church is non-inclusive?
Probably not. If t11ey do, it is because t11e Church represents
something stable to hang on to with dear life. The priests are there
(hopefully) as they have always been, ministering to a population
that can barely eke out a survivable living, much less a "decent"
wage.
We could visit countless places around tl1e world where tl1e
people live in much different situations tl1an the majority of us
live in and often take for granted. Of course, this fact doesn · t take
away from tl1e reality that women are discriminated against in
many areas of the Catholic Church. At the same time, Catholics
in America must realize and accept (and hopefully rejoice) in the
fact that this church is a worldwide church and therefore must represent and provide for tl1e needs of tl1e entire world, not just our
country.
Let's hope for changes, but don't get too impatient and
selfish.

"No, during one of those president guy speech tl1i11gs."

Here I am driving down the road and, damn, a cop pulls me
over. Rats. I just left that killer party and boy was there a lot of
beer. What should I tell tl1is clown?
I wonder if the cop will believe that I didn't swallow any. "No
way. I haven't had a sip."
''Get out of tl1e car sir."
"I didn't swallow, I didn ' t swallow."
"Walk this line."
"I didn't like it. I hate beer."
"Blow in tl1is"
"But I didn't swallow."
"Tell it to the judge."

Well, now that I am in jail I guess I gave a lot of time to reflect
on things like infinity and inter galactic motion. Is tl1ere such a
tl1ing as infinity? I know that all of you philosophy and physics
majors are jumping for joy to have such a question posed before
you.

Here is another wild thought question? ls nothing nothing or
is nothing something? Wow - like that is deep .
Hey I got out of jail. YEAH!
Hey what day is it? What year?
What color are my clotl1es, gross, I wonder where tl1ey were all
this time? (The prison washing machine) Uggghhhhh

Who is president now? I was in t11e big house for a while.
"Say what? No Way!"
''John Gotti!?!"
I wonder if he' d write bad checks?

Oops!!

Like a f!OO(} nei101bor.
State Farm is there.

...

•
..

Editorial Comment

STATE FARM

INSURANCE
®
State Farm lnsuranc
Hor-i~ Offices : Bloomington lllino~s

'Teresa's Secretaria[ Services
'lVord" Processing, transcription, reports, maifing fist,
resumes etc.
CJf.LL 431-8240

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$100() ~!k
For your fraternity, sorority,

team or other organiz.ation.

Plus receive a $1000
bonus for yourself!
And a FREE WATCH
just for calling.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext65

by Liz Harding

Respect all people, even those who are difficult to deal with
It is amazing to realize that sometimes the little tllings we do
for people mean much more to them than we think t11ey do. There
are also tim~ when we treat things as little unimportant actions,
but to someone else they might not be so unimportant.
While it is true tlrnt everyone has different priorities and
everyone finds different things important, tl1ere are some things
tl1at should be important to everyone.
Otl1er people's feelings for one.
Otl1er people's differences for another.
Sometimes it seems as if we see people who are different tlrnn
we are as inferior, especially tl1ose who have physical or mental
disabilities.
I have, unfortunately, seen this attitude much more tl1an I
care to admit. I have even seen it in family members and friends.
A few days ago I was confronted with a situation in which a
friend was hurt because be felt that the people who he tl1ought of
as his friends didn't want to spend time witl1 him. Unfortunately,
there was some truth to what he was saying, although he did
exaggerate a bit.

However, tl1e important fact was not whetl1er or not he had
exaggerated his feelings . The important fact was that he did feel
this way, and for the most part, his feelings were ignored.
I_t is ~ital for people to realize tlrnt they cannot ignore a person
who 1s different, nor do tl1ose differences give them the right to
treat that person with disrespect. All one does with this type of
behav10r 1s hurt a lot of people, tl1emselves included.
. One motive or benefit for treating people with respect is to
tlunk about all tl1e things you can learn from otl1ers, especially
peo~le with_ mental disabilities. They have such a unique way of
lookmg at hfe--more often tl1an not, it is better to view life from
a new perspective.
. It is important to remember that everyone, regardless of
differences, is a human being and deserves tl1e same respect as
a~yone else. ~lthough remembering this may be difficult, especially at first, It does get easier with time.
:6'11 it requires is a little tl10ughtfulness, compassion and
consideration.
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Letters to the Editor---=-~-=--=-=~~--------

Forum s ak
.
Physical Facilities Update
Dear editor:
pe e~~ questioned Regis sprays and roundups weeds
Last week I went to the
Nuclear Forum that discussed
the "New World Order." I was
somewhat disappointed. The
speaker [name unknown] talked
about Russia and Japan being in
a state of great change. He also
stated that Germany wanted to
do some governmental business
with France, but France didn't
want anything to do with Germany and that Great Britain
wanted nothing to do with all of
Europe because they think that
Europe is screwed up as it is.
He went on and on about how
Russia and Japan will go down
in history. He never stated who
started all of the history changing. The country that, in my
opinion, had to have started all
of the uprisings in Europe and
in Russia had to be Poland because of the strong leadership
that they had at the time.
In the early eighties, I rememberwatchingT. V. and seeing Lech Welesa and the radical group, known as Solidarity,
march for everything and anything that they could march for.
This was way before East and
West Germany joined together
as one and the tearing down of
the Berlin Wall. This was before the revolutionary marches
in Czechoslovakia and Anne-

Why doesn't the United
States give credit where it belongs, to Poland? One very
simpleanswer,becausethe U.S.
is more afraid of a super-power
than a third world country. We
are more afraid of being blown
to shreds by nuclear assaults
thanbeingshoutedatbyradical
groups. Besides, there are too
many "dumb Pollack" jokes
around and most of the U.S.
believes that the jokes are true.
Would a nation that tells these
jokesaboutanothercountryand
their people take that country
seriously? I doubt it.
After the speaker discussed
the matter, Poland still did not
come up in the discussion. That
bothered me very much notonly
because most of my family is
Polish, butto start something so
radical and not get any credit
for it is moronic. People should
give credit where it belongs.
Germany didn't start this massive change in politics and neither did Russia. It was Poland
that started it all and because
the United States wasn't as
afraid of Poland as they were of
Russia and Germany who were
stronger than Poland, then rose
to the occasion to finish what
Poland had started.

DearEditor:
Spraying - it's that time of
year again:
With the arrival of spring,
it's time to start spraying again.
The trees and shrubs are contracted,andeveryeffortismade
to spray them on weekend
mornings.
Regis personnel spotspray
theweedsinthetreesandshrubs,
meaning we only spray where
there are weeds present. The
product we use to spray weeds
is Roundup mixed with a blue
dyeso we can see where we
sprayed. Roundup will kill anything it touches that contains
chlorophyll, and whatevercontacts the soil will be broken
down by the soil microorganisms in about seven days.
Roundup works better if it has
24 hours after spraying before it
gets rained on, it also has to be
sprayed on a non-windy day or
the wind will carry the chemical to a non-target area. When
a day arrives with therightconditions we need to seize the
opportunity and spray, calm dry
days are rare in the spring. We
will knock on open windows
and ask you to close them until
we finish spaying in your area,
which will usually be five or ten

Gretchen Wodniack

TOP TEN REASONS TO HANG OUT IN
WEST HALL NEXT VEAR

1O. All female First Floor A.A. staff provides interesting
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.

opportunities.
Rap with the basketball players to "White men can't
speak".
Play Nintendo with Father Clarke.
.
. .
Seek help from Nursing major on latest 1ntermural mJury.
Watch all 6 "Star-Trek" movies on lounge TV & VCR--the
hurl in your very own porcelain god.
Go to a business major & ask, "Pardon me, do you have
...
any Grey Poupon?"
Save checks by not having to pay ut1ht1es, cable, rent, or
.
protection money.
Why ask why? Just do it! The choice of an
Upperclassmen generation--Uh Huh!
.
Check out new "adult" computer program in computer

room.
I k" d f
1. Walking up middle stairwell makes you fee m a unny-like climbing a rope in gym class.

minutes.
For those interested,
Roundup is made of 41 %
Isopropylamine salt of
Glyphosate and the rest is inert
ingredients, we mix 2.5 oz of
Roundup per gallon of water.
Roundup is a non-restricted
chemical.
Sometimes a pre-emergent
is mixed with Roundup, Surflan
kills the weeds before they germinate and is made of 40.4%
oryzalin (3,5-dinitro-N4, N4dipropylsulfanilamide). We
will also do some spotspraying
to spray the dandelions in the
grass. For dandelions we use a

lower concentration of 2,4-D
amine and MCPP mixture. It is
made of24.5% Dimethylamine
salt
of
2,4dichlorophenoxyacetic acid,
and24.4% Dimenthylaminesalt
of
2-(2-methyl-4chlorophenoxy)propionic acid.
Both Surflan and the 2,4D:MCPP mixture are caution
label chemicals and are nonrestricted.
If anyone is chemical sensitive toanyofthesesubstances,
please let our office know as
soon as possible, and we will
call you before we spray around
yourofficeordonn. 458-4944.

Lack offaith found in
College Republicans
Dear Editor:
In our society and even in
our community, we have a problem with political awareness of
political issues. Fortunately, Regis does have an organization
on campus known as the College Republicans. We are very
disappointed with the way this
club has performed in this election year.
It would seem like the club
would push to inform the community with speakers, or presentations about the candidates
and their policies. Instead this
club, to our knowledge, has not
done a thing to accomplish this.
There was not a sign of any
information about places to register to vote, nor any type of
voting drives.
What is the role of this
distinguished club? What exactly have they done to keep
this influential name? We are
not sure if there is any evidence
to either of these questions.

Therefore it is easy for us to
assume that this club seems to
get its familiarity not by its
achievements, but rather its
acclaim. It is really unfortunate
to see a club that often has its
members say "Hey, it looks
good on my record."
Luckily, we are in the process of starting a club in the
Democratic form. With some
help we wilJ be able to provide
the Regis community with programs and presentations to help
those who are uninformed.
Hopefully, this will prove to be
a wake-up call to the Republicans to shape up, and make
some changes. Finally, since
the College Republicans have
not tried to do it, we will leave
you with a concluding note:
Get out and vote, make a difference.
Jack Patterson
Jason Maroney

EASTER WEEKEND
LIBRARY H OU RS
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Saru rday April 18
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Entertain men ------------------------------------------

Ste11ar Performances in 'Lone Star'
Tom Newton

Ray, played by Bill Mroedy Tonight."
chek,
is the younger brother of
And finally Whitaker is
Roy,
who
acknowledges havDuring recent weeks Kath- back for one last dance to Joe
ing
an
affair
with Ray's wife
erine Brown and friends have Jackson·s "Real Men."
and
covering
for Cletis when
Intennission saw a combeen "Celebrating the Arts'' with
he
destroys
Roy's
1957 pink
plenty of singing, dancing, and plete set built to resemble the
convertible.
philosophizing about war, sex, back of
Cletis, a Texan Stephen
beer, and pink 1957 convert- a Texan speakeasy, where "Lone
Erke!
witl1 his pants pulled up
ibles while downing "Lone Star" takes place.
to mid chest, was played by
In
the
entire
play
there
were
Star."
Paula Whitaker, Kyndra only three actors . Roy, played Scott O'Bryan.
It was a very enjoyable
McNatt, and Lisa Lombardi by John P. Farley, is a Vietnam
evening witl1 sometl1ing for
war
veteran
and
alcoholic
who
started the evening off with a
everyone. The celebration had
dance to Snap's "Power Jam." insists that he knows everything
singing, dancing, and dramedy.
because
he
has
seen
so
much.
Followed by Brown asking Scot
O'Bryan to "Show me·· how to
be a ·'My Fair Lady." Brown
has yet to let O'Bryan say anything.
Continuing on with the
evening· s celebration we have
Paula Whitaker dancing in black
to "Black on Black" from the
soundtrack of "9 1/2 Weeks."
In the second vocal solo of
the evening Brown has those
summer time blues when she
sings G. Gershwin· s "Sununer
Time."
Look out Paula Abdul mid
the Laker Girls . Next we have
Lombardi ,md McNatt dancing
a duet to Abdul's "Work It
Baby.''
For Brown' s final solo of
the evening she transforms into
Hello! Goodbye! 1991-92 and 1992-93 Exec.
Binky the Clown to sing John
Boards enjoyed Inaugural night at Baby Doe's
Kandor and Fred Ebb's "Com-

EnterTainment Reporter

(Sometimes uou 've _aot to _cw where

Photo by Corey Flanagan

The calm before the storm. A little game of
Hacky Sack before the big weekend. Ranger Day
starts April 11 at noon. Have fun. Be careful.

Ratio

-----------

(cont. from P. 1

and then compiled in a final
report to give tlle overall student-teacher ratio.
Martin expressed that the
desired ratio of efficiency is 16
to 1. He claims that this figure
has been around for many years.
He is unsure of tl1e origin of tl1e
ratio efficiency, but said that it
is maintained as tl1e desired figure.
In response to tlle question
regarding classes that contain
30 to 40 students, Martin ex-

Chris

plained that depending on tJ1e
class itself, usually introductory classes or core classes, the
class will remain large.
Martin also explained that
tl1ose larger classes have to be
approved through the department chair who also decides
what tJ1e cap (limit) of students
enrolled in each class should
be. Martin also said tl1at tl1ere
are still classes tJ1at maintain a
classroom size under IO students.

' Campus

every6oiy k..,nows your name"

Be a part of the Bartending crew
at the Ranger Station.
Applications now available in
Campus Life.
Great pay, great hours, & unlimited fun!
Only Requirement:
Be 21 years of agel

CONTACT:

Major Record Labels I Publishers I
Cl_ub~, Promoters, Managers, Studios,
D1stnbutors, Nationwide
Send $35.00 (check or money order) to:

A & R RECORD GUIDE
P.O. Box 88415
Los Angeles, CA 90009
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CJlMP'US Ll'F'E announces ...

summer 'Wort Crew-

Applications Available NOW
in Campus Life Office
Due April 13th

Vote
at your residence hall
duty desk--April 21st
Get Involved in the
starting point for campus leaders!

BE A
S.A.I.N.T!

Applications available in
Campus Life, Room 214-Student Center

"Don 't be left out. ..
. . .GET CANONIZED!"
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Sports_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'92 Baseball Preview : Chicago White Sox to win it all
Gold Glovers Clark and Williams at tl1e comers providing
Sporrs Edi1or
Here we go, Rockies fans, 30 homers and 100 RBI each,
only 362 more days before and the young arms of Swift,
baseball manifests itself at Mile Jackson and Burba, look for the
High Stadium. However, be- excellent defense and deep
fore Opening Day, 1993, be- bench of tl1ese young kids to
fore the Rockies sign one free pull a Braves-caliber turnaround.
agent, before they draft one 2) Atlanta Braves Now that
player off another team, tl1ere everyone knows who Avery,
is tl1e small matter of tl1e 1992 Glavine, and Smoltz are, tl1e
Tomahawk Choppers will not
Major League season.
Look for Nolan Ryan to sneak up on anyone . However,
set, tie, break and rebreak sev- the pitching oftl1ese 21-24 yeareral records. Applaud George olds still is hard to touch. The
Brett and Robin Yount as tlley maturation of Hunter, Gant,
become only tl1e seventeentll Lemke and Mitchell will help.
and eighteentl1 players in his- If Smitl1, Pendleton, and Nixon
tory to record 3,000 hi ts. Watch can avoid injuries/drugs, tl1e
how devastating Bobby Bonilla Braves will be tl1ere at tl1e end.
will be when he plays in front 3) Cincinnati Reds Witl10ut
of friends and family . See tlle extra baggage of Davis' atRoberto Kelly stay away from titude, Manager Piniella will
tl1e sixteen-year-olds and hit 30 be able to whip this team into a
dingers for tl1e Yankees. And frenzy, using last year's colstay tuned for more fearless lapse (tl1e worst ever by a World
Series champ) as motivation.
Fitz-Gerald predictions.
Pitching and speed, a la the
Cardinals oftl1e 80's, will give
NL WEST
tllis squad a better-tl1an-averBaseball's division of "Most age shot.
Heated Rivalries" and future 4) Los Angeles Dodgers Yes,
home of the Colorado Rockies childhood chums Strawberry and
Davis are togetller, comparing
should shape up like tllis:
salaries and exchanging tips on
l) San Francisco Giants Witll injury excuses. However, tlle

by Trey Fitz-Gerald

II

7

downfall for tl1e fragile egos of
this pitching staff is defense .
Too many errors!
5) San Diego Padres The pieces
look to be in place for tlle Pads,
as McGriff, Gwynn, Santiago,
Benes, and Hurst could be
dangerous. But as is always tl1e
case in San Diego, egos clash,
losing is perennial, and tl1e
manager has no power.
6) Houston Astros Taller walls
and drawn-in fences won't be
enough for 'The te.-un that noone
wants." As tl1e owner unloads
anyone of value, hope for some
of this young talent to be in
purple and black next year.

NL EAST
1) New York Mets Newcomers
Bonilla, Saberhagen and Murray return tl1is team to its mid80' s fonn. If Gooden, Cole. man, Boston and Cone can stay
out of jail, and HoJo puts up his
usually strong numbers, then
tlle Mets will win 95 games.
2) St. Louis Cardinals Y outll
will be served as studs Lankford,
Gilkey, Jose and Zeile combine witll Smitll, Guerrero, and
Galarraga (if tlley can stay
healtlly) . This multi-faceted
team has it all.

3) Pittsburgh Pirates BobbyBo
is gone, and BarryBo will be
next year, but witl1 Kirk Gibson, VanSlyke, and Buechele,
the offense will come . Drabek
is good for 20 wins, but witl1out
Smiley, tl1e Bucs will sorely
miss consistent pitching.
4) Chicago Cubs Dunston, Sosa,
Sandberg, Dawson and Grace
make tl1e best l-5 lineup in tlle
league. But there is still no pitching at Wrigley. Harry will have
to be really drunk to make tl1e
last4 innings oftl1ese blowouts
exciting.
5) Philadelphia Phillies Young
pitchers (Williams, Cox, Greene,
Mulholland) won't get enough
runs from tl1e over-tlle-hill-but
were-mediocre-in-tl1eir-prinleanyw ay daily lineup.
6) Montreal Expos DeShields,
Grissom, Calderon, and Martinez are trying to get out of
Quebec before a) tl1eir knees
go bad, b) tl1ey are forced to
speak French, but decide to
starve, and c) tl1ey forget how
to win after spending so much
time in tl1is organization.

AL WEST
Baseball's Most Competitive
Division stacks up like tllis:

Ill)

Chicago White Sox Best

but four players does not a team
make.
6) Kansas City Royals McRae,
Joyner and Brett will keep tl1em
close, but there is too much
firepower on tl1e division rivals' rosters for tl1e Royals to
overtake.
7) California Angels Geritol,
Geritol, Geritol

AL EAST
1) Toronto Blue Jays TI1e acquisition of Morris strengthens
tlle best staff in the division,
and Carter, Gruber, and Olerud
highlight an awesome 1-6 lineup.
100 wins will come easy for tl1e
dominant team in this weak
division .
2) Boston Red Sox Clemens
and Viola join Vaughn, Clark,
Pena, Burks and Greenwell on
a team exciting on paper, but
one tllat somehow can't shake
tl1e Boston Jinx. The Red Sox
have won tl1e East every evennumbered year since '86 -- until
now .
3) Milwaukee Brewers Lots
of pitching and no offense add
up to alot of close defeats, which
brings attitude and performance
down, and dissension up. Too
bad, 'cause tllis could've been
an exciting team.
4) Baltimore Orioles Camden

~ineup in baseb.alJ, J"eatur;ng

Y.v-ds :ind the old strle .2tn1os-

omas, Bell, Raines and Sax.
est defense, witll Ventura,
ohnson, and Guillen. For pitch. g, look to McDowell, Alvarez,
nd McCaskill. Look for Comiskey to host a Series.
) Minnesota Twins Hero
orris is gone, but enter Smiley,
ho will win 20 against a league
at has never seen him. Pucktt is consistently excellent, so
avis, Mack, Harper, Hrbek,
nd Pags need a repeat of last
ear for tlle Twins to repeat.
3) Oakland A's Egos clashed
ast year, and now tlley have
sometlling to prove. Basically
tl1e same A's of tl1e last4 years,
tlley have to show tllat age is
ot a factor and tlrnt t11ey aren't
so busy counting their $$ to
lay some ball. No Rickey, you
en' t tlle greatest.
) Texas Rangers Runs will
ome in bunches for Sierra,
ranco, and Co. , but tlley will
e given up in bunches also by
is sometimes brilliant, otller
tinles horrendous staff.
) Seattle Mariners Mitchell
nd Griffey could hit 90 hornrs between tllem, and Randy
ohnson and Erik Hanson could
in 40 games between tllem,

pbere will be great for this young
team and their Brave-style pitching . However, fans will be saying
"next year, when he's .. . developed, or better, or older," in
late July.
5) Detroit Tigers Fielder and
Deer will put 'em out of tlle
park, or go oh-for-five witll 5
K's. No pitching dooms tllis all
or notlling squad.
6) New York Yankees This
team is on tlle rise, as youngsters will give fans hope for
next year, but we all know tllat
isn ' t good enough for tllem.
Tartabull and Mattingly carry
tl1e load, but tlley need help.
7) Cleveland Indians Trial by
fire is tlle name of tl1e game for
several of tllese future All-Stars,
who will win tl1e East in '93.
Lofton, Hill, Belle, Alomar,
Nagy, and Armstrong make
scouts mout11s water. If man agement can resist trading and
can afford tllese kids, t11is is tlle
team to watch out for.

WORLD SERIES
Chicago White Sox defeat the
New York Mets 4 games to 2.

Intramural Basketball Championship
Tonight at 7:00 pm

Facilities vs. Beach
Consolation at 6:00 pm

Dalpes vs. Flynn
Botll Games at tlle Fieldhouse
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Ranger baseball wins 5 out of last 6; hot streak on the horizon
by Christi Newbill
Sports Reporter
After a rocky beginning,
the Ranger baseball team has
been giving the competition a
"run for their money".
This was evidenced by the
four-game sweep of Northern
Colorado this past weekend.
Late Tuesday also saw the
Rangers split a doubleheaderwith Colorado State. Regis won
the nightcap by the score of 7 3. Nick Doran's 3-run homer
helped Steve Ward improve his
record to 5-3.
The Rangers got off to a
slow start this season due to a
few minor problems. As one
player put it, "Our problems
were in a couple of areas; first
of all we had a lot of new players on the team, and Dedin
needed to shuffle a few of us
around. There were a lot of
infielders that were put in the
outfield and some of the outfielders that were put in the
infield. This caused us to be a
little off balance and we just
had problems working as a team
to bring it all together".
Fortunately for Regis, it took
a grueling loss to Metro on
March fifth to motivate the team
to start working together a little
more. Once Regis nailed the

win against Missouri Southern
good things started to happen.'
When asked what the big turning point was for the Ranoers
b
,
Steve Ward replied "We are
hitting well and we are pitching
well . We've really come together as a team in the last few
weeks. Now we're averaging
8-10 hits a game and this is
definitely a strong point".
All in all the team has been
fortunate with only a couple of
major injuries. Jeff Schuessler

was out with an injured rotator
cuff and Phil Zimmerman was
out with an unknown virus. Now
both guys are back out on t11e
field again, and hopefully for
the rest of the season. With 14
wins out of their last 16 games,
it is safe to call their success a
winning streak. When asked
how this success will push the
team in the future, Jeff
Schuessler replied "Every time
we step out onto the field, we
have the attitude that we'll win

the ball game and that we have
the ability Lo do so".
Speaking of "coming together as a team", the JV team
has done well with their season
at a .500 level. This first year
team has struggled a little bit
due to lack of support. For tl1e
most part though, the guys are
doing well for a rookie team.
According Lo John Harbaugh,"
we have 12 healthy players,
even though it is hard Lo work
with only twelve, we are be-

coming more familiar with each
other. We are able to understand how each otl1er plays and
it is because of t11is that we are
able to play better as a team".
The teams thank all who
have come out to support them .
For those who haven· t gotten a
chance yet, there will be 2 home
games tl1is weekend, one Friday at 12:00 and 3:00, and one
on Ranger day at 11:00. Come
support tl1e team and wish them
continued success!

7th Annual
Chemistry

Magic Show
Presented by
Dr. James Giulianelli
and
the Chemistry Club
on Wednesday, April 15, 1992
at 3:30 pm
Science Amphitheater
Regis University
(Special seating in front for children, who are especially welcome)
Photo by Corey Flanagat

Ranger pitcher Chris Hank delivers a pitch to Catcher
Monty Kozlowitz.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Free Admission

REGIS~

UNIVERSITY

WE
ST HALL
Your Interest Is Our Specialty
Business Wing
J;e Business Wing will feature:
•wing with Business as a theme
for programming.
•Library with common business
books for quick and easy reference.
•computer room with accounting software.
"'IV /VCR usage for wing members.
"Senior Student in Residence for
programming/ tutoring.

Nursing & Natural
Science Wing
The Nursing and Natural Science Wing offer:
"Senior student in residence for
programming/tutoring.
•Kitchen facilities on floor.
•A library for common reference
books.
•computer for word processing.
•Lounge with 1V /VCR.

There are big changes in West for 1992 / 93
academic school year. Changes we think
you'll like. Like many other schools across
the country, Regis will be implementing
what we call Special Interest Housing. It's
special interest because we have your
needs in mind. A Business wing, a Nursing/Natural Science wing, an Upperclassmen wing (Junior and Seniors only) and
an ELS/International host/hostess wing.
Each wing will be catered to your personal needs. Each room, no matter what
wing you're on, will have free phone and
cable access as well as specific programing geared towards your intrest. If you're
a junior or senior you are not required to
have a meal plan. Also, we have lowered
the rates of singles and doubles. For a
double room rate its only $1700. For a
single it's a low $2300. Look for housing
sign-up April 13-17.

Upperclassmen Wing

The Upperclassmen Wing designated for Juniors and Seniors will
provide:
•Kitchen facilities on the floor.
•computer room for word processing.
•Programming money for floor
events.
"'IV /VCR and lounge facilities for
floor members.
•No junior/ senior meal plan required.

ELS/
INTERNATIONAL
HOST/HOSTESS
WING

As

an International host or hostess you'll enjoy:
•Living with a foreign studenL
•Given a room at half a double
price $850. per semester.
•Programming along an international theme.
•No meal plan required for juniors
and seniors.

The Summer School
at Regis University
We offer a comprehensive academic term with everything under the sun
• Summer School has four academic sessions with
over 100 courses available:
Session A: May 4 .. 8
B: June 8 .. July 31
C: May 11 .. June 5
D: August 3 .. 7
• While our Session A one week courses are the
fastest way to graduation, you can also acceler,
ate your degree program with two, three; four,
five or six week classes.

• If we don't have the course you need, almost
every department offers special and/or indepen ..
dent study opportunities.

• We have courses which meet major, minor,
elective and core requirements.

• Summer internships provide practical experience and are a great way to earn credit.

• Need summer income? Several on campus
offices offer student employment opportunities.

• To meet your schedule we offer daytime and
evening courses.

AND
Three exciting summer programs for the younger
scholars and performers in the Regis family:
Regis Institute for Chemical
Education (RICE I & II)
Through "hands on" guided chemistry experi,
ments, young scientists can explore the myster,
ies and marvels of the world.
June 8 .. 12 or June 22 ... 26
1:00 .. 4:30 p.m.
Cost: $75/week
Grades 4th .. 9th

College for Kids
Designed to turn kids on to "academics" by
applying it to their everyday lives.
June 15 . . 19 or June 22 . . 26
9 a.m . .. noon
Cost: $125/week
Grades 4th .. 6th

REGIS~

UNIVERSITY

Mid-Summer Musical Theatre
A fun and exciting introduction to musical
Theatre with rehearsa s and actual perfor,
mances. Auditions required. Everyone participates.

Application deadline: April 20, 1992
Auditions: Saturday, April 25, 8:30 a.m.- noon,
O'Sullivan Theatre.
July 20 . . 31
Mon ... Fri., 8 a.m ... noon
Cost: $160
Open to Middle School students

